The debate

Friday morning, we participated in a debate.
We all made research about the economy and how to finance the climate adaptation plans.
We spent two hours thinking about two subjects: taxes and borrowing. We were in
international groups composed, as the rest of the week, from Italians, French, Spanish and
Dutch. We made 2 groups, one for the first statement and against the second, and another
against the first and for the second. An economics teacher also participated by giving
information which allowed us to better understand the debate.

The first statement was about the fact that we should double the corporate taxes in the EU in
order to pay for climate adaptation plans so we saw the different options: if it was fair, why
they should pay, why them, if it will not just bring poverty, if the companies would be able to
pay, if the companies wouldn't go away from the UE and, in this way, pollute more, or if it
was a good idea. It can be good if it is the corporations which pollute the most to pay.
The group in favor of this statement explained that every company should pay double taxes,
as they are all responsible for climate change. Moreover, they said that, if the government

controls and increases the taxes, the government can make sure the money is used for
climate adaptation.

The second statement was "countries in the E.U. should borrow a large amount of money for
climate adaptation plans". The group in favor of this statement, explained their point, saying
that it is to prevent future damages because it is easier and cheaper to prevent than cleaning
& fixing the damages. This borrowing wouldn't be so important if we go step by step and
save the money which was not used to fix damages. Their other point was that the sooner
we start adapting, the easier it will be for the next generation. Indeed, it is a long-term
investment.
On the contrary, the group against the statement said that borrowing can cost a lot of
money, as the interests can increase very fast. Moreover, for the poor countries, it is more
difficult to borrow money for climate adaptation plans, some countries can't afford borrowing
and more paying the loan back. Also, we never know if it's really going to work, if the
problem is never solved, then we have to borrow even more money and it becomes a neverending circle.
The French team

